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Abstract
Innovations expressed by customers are often unstructured, unclear, and ambiguous, making it difficult to interpret customers’
contributions, integrate them into a company’s R&D department
and transfer them into comprehensible requirements for the development of product, service or software innovations. In order
to close this gap, the paper presents scenarios as a technique to
support the communication between customers and developers
along the R&D process and to reduce feedback cycles. A basic
understanding of scenarios and their application in innovation
management is delivered by outlining scenario definitions, identifying dimensions for the classification of scenarios, and providing an overview of scenario representation techniques for different innovation domains.
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1

Introduction

Methods for customer integration such as idea competitions, lead user workshops and internet-based innovation communities are successful ways for companies to understand their customers’ needs as well as their ideas for new and innovative products (Bretschneider et al.,
2009). Most methods for customer integration, especially during the early stages of the inno-

vation process, allow for a creative but also unstructured, unclear, and ambiguous elaboration
of ideas (Reichwald & Piller, 2006). This, however, makes it difficult to understand and interpret customers’ ideas and to transfer them into comprehensible requirements for the development of concrete product, service or software innovations (Ulwick, 2005).
The development of a clear understanding of customers’ needs is often challenging and
expensive. According to Reichwald & Piller (2006), two kinds of information are required for
innovating and developing products: On the one hand, customers and users express need information in terms of requirements, needs, and wishes; on the other hand, solution information which naturally resides at the manufacturer describes ideas, possible solutions, and their
production process. It is quite challenging to clearly and completely adapt need information
expressed by customers as solution information to a company’s research and development
department (von Hippel & Katz, 2002; Thomke & Hippel, 2002). This is largely due to the
fact that customers are often unable to describe their requirements and needs to the suppliers
in an accurate and complete manner. Either they do know what they want but cannot convey
it in detail, or they do not know the “right” solution until conducting trial-and-error analyses
(von Hippel, 1998; von Hippel, 2005). As a consequence, customers can hardly be expected
to deliver readily utilizable solutions.
Apart from the lack of required knowledge and expertise to fulfill tasks within innovation
processes, customers are not familiar with the kind and structure of information needed by
companies for innovating new valuable products. Solutions, design specifications, needs, and
benefits are potential types of information expressed by customers. However, all of these input types hardly help companies with implementing innovations when the information does
not fulfill certain criteria. Customers’ expressions of needs as well as benefit statements must
be concise, actionable, unambiguous and measurable, in order to avoid confusion about the
need or desired benefit that was captured (Ulwick, 2002; Ulwick, 2005).
Another challenge in the field of a business- and customer-overarching innovation process
is the right balance between creativity and structure. Many of the above mentioned problems
of transferring customer ideas to comprehensible requirements are derived from the high degree of design freedom in conventional ideation processes. Scenarios are a generally accepted
and appropriate technique to overcome this dilemma of openness versus compliance (Carroll,
2000; Szulanski & Amin, 2001; Drew, 2006; Bergmann et al., 2009).
As seen at the information translation problem between customer and technical expert,
their shared innovation processes in open innovation require structured outputs. In order to
establish this interaction competence and minimize the communication problems related to
customer-developer interaction, scenarios are an appropriate and helpful technique. They support developing and utilizing customer innovations in a goal-oriented and structured way by
enabling the innovators to ‘share and reassemble personal knowledge to create a common
understanding between the internal and external environment in an organization’ (Bergmann
et al., 2009). Scenario planning is an established approach for the communication between
customers and developers, and allows for describing alternative options of solutions. Hence,
this approach is recommended for settings where a decision could result in a large spectrum
of possible future outcomes (Drew, 2006). Practical examples state that ‘experience has
taught […] that the scenario technique is much more conducive to forcing people to think
about the future than the forecasting techniques […] formerly used’ (Benard, 1980). Generating ideas for innovations as well as testing their suitability on daily use, is supported by the
application of scenarios. This way innovation processes can be managed in each phase, and
acceptance of an innovation can be checked previously (Wilms, 2006).

The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of scenarios as a technique for the communication between customers and developers along the R&D process. In a first step, the paper
introduces different definitions of scenarios. Second, different types of scenarios are summarized and distinguished by dimensions. In a third step, different ways of scenario representations are described and distinguished by design parameters. The paper also illustrates some
examples of scenarios from software, product and service engineering. Finally, an overview
of data elements that are generated by the scenario techniques is presented and supports the
selection of an appropriate scenario technique for specific purposes.

2

Foundations of Scenarios

The diversity of scenario characteristics and the variety of domains where scenarios can be
applied have led to a rather ambiguous opinion in the interpretation and the globally accepted
definition of scenarios (Filippidou, 1998). This section gives an overview of the defining
properties and characteristics of scenarios (see Table 1). However, some core properties can
be unified among the majority of the definitions.
Gausemeier et al. (1996) claim that scenarios are based more on projections and forecasts
rather than on prognoses. The complexity arises from the underlying development potentialities of multiple cross-linked influencing variables. Scenarios should describe prospective situations so that product planners can visualize this situation in a future market, for which they
are developing products now. The description of the development makes scenarios more credible and they can be understood easier. A scenario’s description of possible futures also reflects diverse viewpoints of the past, the present, and the future (van Notten et al., 2003; Gausemeier et al., 1996). Scenarios are instruments for describing the design vocabulary and exchanging ideas and thoughts effectively, focusing on episodic cases. From a user’s point of
view, they can be utilized for describing requirements and designs of innovative artifacts and
their intentional way of use, i.e., the functionalities and organizational processes are supported
and available (Filippidou, 1998).
Definition of a scenario

Source

Description of a complex future situation, whose incidence cannot be
predicted definitely and the representation of a development that could
lead from the present to this situation.

Gausemeier et al. (1996)

A scenario can be defined as a description of a possible set of events
that might reasonably take place. The main purpose of developing
scenarios is to stimulate thinking about possible occurrences, assumptions relating these occurrences, possible opportunities and risks, and
courses of action.

Jarke et al. (1998)

Scenarios are descriptions of possible futures that reflect different
perspectives on the past, the present and the future.

van Notten & Rotmans (2001)

Scenarios are a disciplined method for imagining possible futures that
companies have applied to a great range of issues. Each scenario tells a
story of how various elements might interact under certain conditions.
They explore the joint impact of various uncertainties, which stand
side by side as equals.

Schoemaker (1995)

Scenarios produce forecasts of future business environments and identify conditions leading to major changes in these environments.

Huss & Honton (1987)

Table 1: Definitions of scenarios in innovation processes (Gausemeier et al. 1996; Jarke et al., 1998; van Notten &
Rotmans, 2001; Schoemaker, 1995; Huss & Honton, 1987)

Each definition contains the aspect of scenarios as a description of a possible future. However, different authors emphasize different additional aspects. In order to provide a useful
definition of scenarios as a technique for the communication between customers and developers, we propose the following definition:
‘A scenario tells the story of a possible future or of a possible set of events that might
reasonably take place.’
This definition emphasizes that scenarios can be used as a technique for the communication between customers and developers by telling stories of a possible futures or possible set
of events in the future. In addition to raw requirements, stories also contain useful information
about how possible specific demands can be fulfilled. Communication is improved through a
common understanding of future situations, enabled by the use of scenarios. Especially in the
field of innovation, a clear and understandable expression of possible futures or prospective
set of events it is crucial for a purposeful and prospective development of an idea.
The aspect of ways and developments, i.e. the process leading toward a future situation is
omitted in this paper. A reasoning of the derivation is not primarily needed in innovation
management, but the application of scenarios as a communication technique between customer and developer. This is why the main focus is on telling stories.

2.1 Scenario classification
Before initiating a scenario planning process, a set of questions should be answered by the
scenario creators in order to give an orientation context (see Table 2). This orientation context
gives an insight into various forms and key aspects of the development and utilization of scenarios. Different scenario intentions can be compared, and single scenarios can be classified
in terms of their character and field of use. The classification also creates a common basis
where all participants assume the same premises (Gausemeier et al., 1996; van Notten et al.,
2003).
Two authors dealing with scenarios and their classification were considered for the creation of this paper’s list of defining dimensions. Gausemeier et al. (1996) and van Notten et al.
(2003) present numerous dimensions according to which scenarios can be classified and described. Table 2 shows the selected dimensions for classifying the scenarios.
Dimension

Defining question

Characteristic

Problem
statement

Should concrete decision problems
be solved by applying the scenarios?

Yes

Decision scenarios

No

Orientation scenarios

Apart from external conditions, are
influenceable factors integrated into
the scenario creation?

Yes

Systems scenarios

Controllability

No

External scenarios

Form of organization

Are the scenarios used by persons/groups that have also created
them?

Yes

Internal projects

No

External projects

Temporal condition

In addition to future situations, are
the ways from the present to this
future depicted as well?

Yes

Process-related scen.

No

Situational scenarios

Point of origin

Reason from a specific future situation? Explore paths that need to be
taken to desirable future situations.

Anticipative scenarios (Backcasting scenarios)

The present as starting point? Multiple future situations to explore.

Explorative scenarios (Forecasting scenarios)

Source

Gausemeier et al.
(1996)

Gausemeier et al.
(1996); van
Notten et al.
(2003)

Goalorientation

Describe probable or preferable
futures? Prospective, strategy, or
intervention scenarios, depending on
one’s interpretation

Normative scenarios

Explore possible futures? Baseline,
reference, non-intervention scenarios?

Descriptive scenarios

Probabilities of
occurrence

Are probabilities of occurrence assigned to the pictures of the future?

Nature of
dynamics

Are extreme pictures of the future
developed?

Time scale

What planning interval is called for
the pictures of the future?

Yes

Prediction

No

Projection

Yes

Extreme scenarios

No

Trend scenarios

< 2y.

Short-range scenarios

> 5y.

Long-range scenarios

Gausemeier et al.
(1996)
Gausemeier et al.
(1996); van
Notten et al.
(2003)
Gausemeier et al.
(1996)

Table 2: Orientation context for scenario classification
(own table based on Gausemeier et al. 1996; van Notten et al., 2003)

This collection of 18 different types of scenarios in 9 dimensions is supposed to give the
scenario creator an idea of what he wants to develop and represent. It defines the ‘content’
aspect of scenarios. Each scenario type has specific characteristics and is used under certain
preconditions and for certain purposes. According to the identified scenario type and its characteristics, configurations on the scenario planning process as well as on the scenario representation and technique (the ‘form’ aspect) can be made in order to adjust them to the individual purpose.

2.2 Scenario representation
After classifying the intended scenario, this chapter describes different forms for the representation of scenarios. As a preparation for the specific configuration of a particular scenario
technique, this section provides a list of possible design elements of scenarios.
Filippidou (1998) and Rolland et al. (1998) present numerous design parameters and defining features that have been evaluated in terms of their suitability for the subsequent configuration of the scenario technique. Based on these encountered attributes, scenario representations
can be classified and described. Table 3 shows the selected dimensions for classifying the
scenarios. The authors define the solution space for developing scenarios and provide a basis
for coordinating the objectives and goals of all participants.
Design
parameter
Level of
formality
Concreteness/
Abstraction
level
Openendedness

Scope

Characteristic

Modeling language (UML), tables, scenario
scripts

Formal scenarios

(Prosaic) Usage/Stories descriptions

Informal scenarios

General ideas, rough narration of stories

‘Vague’

Coherent solution, carefully grounded in the
details, evaluating/validating target system

‘Detailed’

‘Big’ picture of situations, greater context
where requirements need to function

‘Scenarios-in-the-large’

Describing specific needs, concerns or events
established within ‘larger’ scenarios

‘Scenarios-in-the-small’

Table 3: Design parameters for scenario representation (Filippidou, 1998; Rolland et al., 1998)

3

Examples of techniques for designing innovation scenarios

This section presents a selection of scenario techniques from the three innovation domains:
software engineering, product engineering, and service engineering. The focus of this review
is on the techniques’ outcome and representation, which includes textual descriptions, graphical illustrations, as well as diagrams, and thus covers a broad range of forms of expression.
Each technique will be briefly described with the aid of an example. Furthermore, all data
elements that are generated with the techniques are summarized in order to provide an overview of the results that can be expected from each technique. These rather basic but established, tool-detached approaches are described in place of a wide variety of scenario techniques of the innovation domains.

3.1 Software engineering
Scenarios in the area of software development can have various manifestations, depending on
the respective forms of scenario generation and its usage. They range from detailed descriptions of usage contexts or small scale examples in the Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
community to use cases in Software Engineering to scenario scripts as test data in Requirements Engineering (Rolland et al., 1998). Scenario approaches have gained increased interest
in requirements engineering research and practice (Weidenhaupt et al., 1998). Through the
use of scenarios, requirements elicitation is enhanced by providing a technique that is understandable to users and clients. These techniques, e.g., mock-ups, often help to reveal drawbacks in the specification and to draw a more concrete and precise picture of the system. The
emphasis for developers during actor identification and scenario identification is to understand the application domain. This results in a shared understanding of the scope of the system and of users’ work processes to be supported. Once developers have identified and described actors and scenarios, they formalize scenarios into use cases (Bruegge & Dutoit,
2009).
Use case approach
The use case approach has initially been described by Jacobson (1995) in the field of objectoriented software engineering (OOSE) (Jarke et al., 1998; Bustard & Wilkie, 2000; Carroll,
2000; Bodker, 2000). It is used for modeling the behavior of a system, a subsystem or a class
and to explain the interaction of a system with its environment (Bruegge & Dutoit, 2009; Jacobson & Bylund, 2000; Booch et al., 2006). Use cases describe functions of a system from
an actor’s point of view, whereas they can involve more than one actor. Furthermore, they are
specified by a set of events which generate visible results for the actors. All use cases in combination represent the functionality of an entire system. Use cases can be identified in different ways, e.g. by collecting user needs and wishes or through analyzing textual presentations
of problems. They also comprise descriptions about how actors use a system and how a system satisfies the actor’s needs (Bruegge & Dutoit, 2009; Hitz et al., 2005; Bittner & Spence,
2003). A use case is per se a generalization of a scenario and usually comprises a whole set of
interrelated scenarios. Accordingly, we speak of scenarios as instances of use cases (Larman,
2002). Use cases consist of the following elements:

Figure 1: Example for a use case diagram: accident management system
(Bruegge and Dutoit, 2009)

Actors are objects located outside the system boundary and interacting with the system by
calling one or more functionalities in terms of an actual use case. Actors are identified by a
unique name and can be either human users (e.g., system administrator or a bank customer) or
also other systems (e.g., a central database or a fabrication line). Actors are visually
represented by stick-figures labeled with their identifier (Bruegge & Dutoit 2009; Hitz et al.,
2005; Bittner & Spence, 2003).
The system boundary separates use cases inside the system from actors outside of the system and differentiates between the tasks accomplished by the system and the tasks accomplished by its environment. The data elements within the system boundary are responsible for
the execution of the behavior demanded by the data elements outside the boundary.
Communication relationships (between actors and use cases) express the information exchange between actors and use cases and can be applied to denote an actor’s access to functionality.
Relationships (between use cases) support the reuse of existing functionality as well as the
stepwise specification of new functions. This way redundancy is avoided and system can be
depicted in a layered manner.
Descriptions of the use case provide the full specification of what happens in the use case.
Every use case in the use case model relates to a document describing how the various data
elements and entities collaborate to fulfill the goal represented by the use case. The textual
description of a use case is written in natural language and is composed of six fields: name,
participating actors, flow of events, entry condition, exit condition, and quality requirements
(Bruegge & Dutoit, 2009).
Use cases, actors, system boundary, and relationships are all graphical elements, whereas
the use case description is a textual element. Examples for the graphical use case diagram and
for the textual representation of a use case can be seen in Figure 1 and in Figure 2, respectively.

Figure 2: Example for a use case description: report emergency (Bruegge & Dutoit, 2009)

Scenario approach by Bruegge/Dutoit
The scenario approach is an easy and understandable method of ascertaining requirements for
improving the interaction between developers and users. Bruegge & Dutoit (2009) define a
scenario in the domain of OOSE as “a concrete, focused, informal description of a single feature of the system from the viewpoint of a single actor.” It represents an instance of a use case
and provides a description of concrete events and sets of actions, meaning a single scenario
does not describe all potential situations of a certain event and contains no decision-related
steps. Common cases are depicted with the focus on usability of the system.
The use of scenarios during software engineering can be roughly distinguished into four
types. As-is scenarios are applied for the description of current situations, whereas visionary
scenarios describe a future system. Evaluation scenarios support the evaluation of a system in
terms of their contribution for fulfilling user tasks. Training scenarios are used for the introduction of new users to a system. According to their purpose these scenarios types can be applied for the description of specific situations and events.
Like the description of use cases, the textual representation of a scenario contains a few
obligatory fields: The unambiguous scenario name, the participating actor instances, and the
step-by-step descriptive flow of events.
Some questions can help designers, developers, users, and other stakeholders of a system
to identify scenarios: What tasks should be performed by the system? What is the content and
origin of the data accessed by the actor? Is it modifiable or removable? What kind, frequency,
and time of external changes does the actor need to inform the system about? Vice versa,
about what events does the system need to inform the user?
In Figure 3 an example of a scenario description is illustrated. The scenario is based on a
use case called “ReportEmergency” and describes a flow of events after a warehouse is on
fire.

Figure 3: The warehouseOnFire scenario for the ReportEmergency use case (Bruegge & Dutoit, 2009)

Wireframes and Mockups
Wireframing is a method used during specification where objects are placed strategically on a
framework for a web page or software application frontend. A wireframe represents a skeletal
plane that consists of simple page representations, showing the structure and navigation of the
site or the website or application as well as the location of content. It also expresses the functionality in terms of the relationship with other objects, sets integrity constraints, and includes
data type definitions. The wireframe depicts the object’s expected behavior and exceptional
behavior in certain situations. Executable code or design elements (colors, typography, or
pictures) are not included in the wireframes, which distinguishes them from prototypes and
mockups, respectively. Thus, wireframes can be assembled and tested quickly, e.g. by users,
to determine whether the site or application structure is sensible (Becker & Berkemeyer,
2002; Murray, 1999) The elements of a wireframe are threefold: information design describes
the presentation of information in form of information elements that are arranged on the webpage or the application, navigation design provides a set of screens that are related to each
other and communicate through links, interface design determines the selection and arrangement of interface elements in order to provide the application’s or website’s functionality to
the user (Garrett, 2010). An example for a wireframe is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Example for a mockup (Gliffy, 2011)

Mockups promote the communication among users and developers by increasing the understanding of functional requirements. Thus, they represent a useful enhancement to the textual and formal scenario approach of use cases with no significant impact on effort. This is
also due to the fact that the cognitive theory of multimedia learning includes textual as well as
graphical cognitive channels in comprehension (Ricca et al., 2010a; Ricca et al., 2010b).

3.2 Product engineering
Possible developments of products and their environment can be analyzed and determined
through product scenarios. They are used to identify potential prospective fields of application
and requirements toward technologies resulting from that. The outcome of the product scenarios is a robust product which meets the current requirements and can be adjusted to possible
developments in the future. Product scenarios can either be specific or general, whereas the
specific type is used for designing a definite for a concrete supplier and the general type is
applied when general designs or courses of action for a product are demanded (Paul, 1996;
Gausemeier et al., 1996).
This section presents established scenario approaches in the domain of product development. These approaches are rather sophisticated and process-driven, compared to the solutionoriented scenario approaches in software engineering presented before in this research.
Scenario approach by Gausemeier
A scenario approach for the development of products is described by Gausemeier et al. (1996;
1998). According to this approach, the development of a product is always associated to a
market for which product goals can be determined by scenario management. Furthermore,
future-robust product strategies can be developed if the goal is already defined or known.
Scenario projects follow the five stages: scenario preparation, scenario field analysis, scenario
prognostics, scenario development, and scenario transfer. Each of these stages requires or
delivers data elements that are important or essential for the creation of a product scenario.
Since this section focuses on the form of expression of scenario approaches, the scenario development is the relevant phase with the scenario description being the point of interest.
The scenario description is divided into two parts, the list of characteristics and the prosaic
formulation of the scenarios. When developing the lists of characteristics, the relevant projec-

tions for the description of a scenario are filtered from the pre-scenario catalogue. These relevant projections of a scenario, called characteristics (similar to key factors), are collected in
lists of characteristics, which are complemented by noncritical characteristics. Two types of
characteristics can be distinguished: A distinct characteristic of a scenario uses only one projection of a key factor for describing a scenario. An alternative characteristic, however, requires multiple projections of a key factor. These distinct and alternative characteristics are
then documented in the list of characteristics.
The list of characteristics offers the scenario creator a framework for the scenario description. Scenarios can be described in a way that anybody who was not involved in the scenario
creation or does not know the different future projections is able to understand it. The scenario descriptions are written down in natural language. It is important to consider the type of
scenario that is desired (situational scenarios, process scenarios, etc.) and its attributes when
describing it. Also, the coherences between the particular characteristics of a scenario should
be mentioned. The description can be extended by the identification of disruptive factors or
events, robustness, and sensitivity analyses, and includes when the description is of large
scale summaries (up to 40 pages) and cross references might be appropriate.
The third component of a scenario description is the headline. It is an important element
serving as a summary and arouses interest for the scenario. An example of a scenario description, according to Gausemeier (1996; 1998), is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Example for scenario description according to Gausemeier (1996)

Scenario approach by Paul
Paul (1996) embeds the scenario approach for product development into the context of business and technology scenarios, where each scenario type interacts with the other types. For

example, product scenarios demand robust technology, developed by a technology scenario,
and vice versa. Since this section focuses on product scenarios, a detailed description of the
other business scenario type is disregarded at this point.
After a business scenario with the request for a future-robust product has been developed,
the product with the highest strategic relevance has to be filtered out and selected. This can be
done with a technology-market-portfolio or by identifying the level of innovation, differentiation, etc. A company-specific delimitation of the product, i.e., how wide or narrow the problem statement is comprehended, is a first important step of the product scenario development.
A question which has to be considered here would be: “How similar or related are the components, and can they be represented by one scenario or is a multiple scenario depiction better in
terms of information quality?” The results of the product scenarios are various development
possibilities of the product’s environment, e.g., market, customer, and technology developments. These development possibilities then set the demands towards the product, of which a
robust product is generated. The robust product, in turn, can determine demands to the business strategy and the technology.
The features of a product are realized through the technologies used for it. Technology
scenarios within the scenario-driven product development are needed to consider all the technologies related to the product and their coherences. In order to develop these promising
technologies the functional structure has to be created. By drawing a functional structure tree,
the main purpose and main function is decomposed into sub-purposes and subtasks. This
structuring is continued until concrete solution approaches and elements can directly be assigned to the single functions, where possible (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Example for a functional structure (Paul, 1996)

The solution approaches, i.e., the technologies are combined with each other in a way that
the superior functions are fulfilled. This combination is continued successively until the overall function is achieved.
Subsequently, the product scenarios and their possibility funnel have to be adjusted if
changes in the development of the product occurred due to the possible product characteristic.
Only those generated possibilities of product realization are chosen which also deliver robust
products under the changed circumstances. This means products that lead to success in all

given product scenarios. The rudimentary process and the outcome of developing product
scenarios are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Result of the product scenarios (Paul, 1996)

3.3 Service engineering
Scenario approaches are particularly helpful in the field of service development processes.
Their broad and divergent nature of alternative views helps identifying uncertainties and their
driving forces, supports managing them, and enables managers to make informed decisions.
Scenarios are also incorporated for managing risks by providing decision makers a broader
view for evaluating impending decisions (Ahn & Skudlark, 2001). Since formal planning and
forecasting methods have proven dissatisfactory, the use of scenario approaches became a
widespread and popular planning method in the service domain (Phelps et al., 2001).
The following section presents the Service Blueprint, a scenario approach in the service
domain.
Service Blueprint
Service Blueprinting (SB) is an approach to visualize service processes in an objective and
distinct structure of service systems. Thereby, all different stakeholders of the service are able
to understand and handle it impartially, regardless of their roles or their individual perspective
(Zeithaml et al., 2005; Shostack, 1982). Apart from revealing weak spots in the service
process, the SB can also be used to support the development of new market potentials and to
test the quality of a service (Meis et al., 2010). According to our definition, a service blueprint
allows for the description of a service scenario as a possible set of events that might reasonably take place.
The Service Blueprint is divided into a horizontal axis to show the chronological sequence
of events conducted by the service customer and the service provider, and a vertical axis to
distinguish between the different fields of action (Fließ & Kleinaltenkamp, 2004). The fields
of action are illustrated by different swim lanes which separate each field into two servicerelevant areas.
The ‘line of interaction’ separates the customer processes from the supplier processes, and
represents the direct interaction between those roles. The ‘line of visibility’ separates the visible front end processes from the invisible back end supplier processes. The ‘line of internal
interaction’ distinguishes between the supportive processes of providing the employees the
required functions to deliver the service and the invisible activities of the back office. Since
support activities are conducted by employees with no customer contact, they require an ‘internal interaction.’ The ‘line of order penetration’ separates the integrative disposed, directly
customer-induced activities, the service creation process, from the autonomously disposed,
customer-independent activities, the service potential process. The ‘line of implementation’

separates preparation activities from facility activities. Preparation activities are conducted
autonomously by the supplier and serve to plan, manage, and control a specific service
process or multiple related services. Facility activities are logically and chronologically in
front of the preparation activities and deal with the sourcing of potential and consumption
factors (Fließ & Kleinaltenkamp, 2004).
Apart from these lines combined with the time dimension, all main functions of the service
must be identified. Input and output factors must be shown and errors, bottlenecks, etc. must
be handled. Finally, key figures like standard execution time and standard deviation are indicated in the blueprint in order to define the degree of variation where the consumer’s perception of the overall quality and timeliness is not yet affected (Shostack, 1982).
A blueprint’s form of expression can be done in various notations. The ‘standard notation’
(Fließ & Kleinaltenkamp, 2004), follows the notation of flow diagrams, the modeling of coherences and sequences of single activities (an example see Figure 8). Other alternative notations are Gantt charts or event-driven process chains (EPC) (Meis et al., 2010).

Figure 8: Service scenario of a simplified acquisition process (Fließ & Kleinaltenkamp, 2004)

3.4 Data classification of scenario approaches
This section gives a tabular overview of the scenario approaches described above. As mentioned earlier, the focus of this research and its outcome are result-oriented rather than on the
procedural aspects of different approaches for scenario planning. For this reason, all relevant
key data elements of the respective approaches have been collected and noted in the table.
Additionally, the form of representation has been assigned to the data elements.
The overview of different methods for scenario planning can be used as a kind of toolbox
or framework for users and innovation managers. With this collection at hand, methods for
customer integration, such as communities or workshops, can be planned and implemented in
order to repeatedly produce unambiguous and complete scenarios which can seamlessly be
transferred into companies’ internal development processes. The collected representation of
data elements in this section allows for a quick overview of required or expected outcomes of
a scenario planning process (see Table 4).

Table 4: Data elements of described scenario techniques (own table)

Table 4 summarizes all data elements of the scenarios that developers can achieve from
each scenario technique. This can be used as decision support for an appropriate scenario
technique by providing an overview of the results. It serves as a basis for describing the underlying data elements of scenario techniques and allows comparing different techniques. The
table and data elements can be used by other authors to classify and describe additional scenario techniques.

4

Summary and further research

This paper deals with the issue of integrating customers in innovation processes in a comprehensible, formalized and manageable way. Therefore, we presented scenarios as a technique
for the communication between customers and developers along the R&D process. The purpose of this contribution was to provide a basic understanding of scenarios by outlining scenario definitions, classifications as well as representations. The presentation of a theoretical scenario foundation as well as the given overview on existing scenario techniques from three
innovation domains - product, service and software development - serve for a better understanding of scenarios as a way for communication between customers and developers. This
overview can be used as a kind of toolbox or framework for innovation managers. With this
collection at hand, methods for customer integration such as virtual innovation communities
or workshops can be planned and implemented in order to repeatedly produce scenarios as a
description of a possible future or of possible set of events that might reasonably take place,

which can be transferred into companies’ internal development processes. One the one hand
scenarios foster customers’ creativity and allow them to articulate needs as well as possible
solutions. On the other hand scenarios make it easier for developers to understand the needs
of their customers and what they expect.
We focused and also limited our contribution to a sample of six common scenario techniques. The presented classification structure however offers the opportunity to further research to extend this exemplary collection in order to provide a more extensive collection of
scenario techniques. As a basis for further research in the innovation management’s field of
handling user input and integrating it into R&D processes, this paper can also be picked up to
investigate for example practical implications of scenario types on the choice or development
of customer integration methods and associated tools. Furthermore relations and dependencies
between the given definitions, dimensions and design parameters could be explored in detail.
Another perspective for further exploration could be the combination of different scenario
approaches in order to create new possibilities of structuring and presenting outcome. This
can for example be done based on those approaches presented in this research by integrating
the respective data elements with each other or, more general, by joining textual, graphical,
and diagram elements. Another conceivable option to refine this paper’s design framework
for scenarios is the comparison and evaluation of the different scenario approaches regarding
their applicability for specific task.
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